S62	NOTES ON PERIOD  IX	[1815-1867
(b)	Most of the leading " die-hard " Tories who had dominated the
Government had died (e.g. Castlereagh, Eldon, Sidmouth).
The younger generation (e.g. Palmerston, Melbourne, Stanley) lefC
the Tory Party when, in 1830, Wellington declared that he would
never support even a partial reform of Parliament; for they felt that
this was a lost cause (§ 279).
(c)	The death of George IV (1830) removed an implacable opponent
of every liberal idea.
His brother, who now became William IV, was friendly with the
Whigs.
(d)	The Revolution of July (1830) established in France a constitu-
tional monarchy in which the middle class were the preponderating
influence.
Britain had always prided herself on setting an example to the world
in these matters, but she was now falling behind France.
No. I95.—THE   PROS  AND   CONS   OF   PARLIAMENTARY
REFORM.
The following is a summary of the kind of arguments used by both
sides in the endless discussions, in Parliament and out of it, on the
subject:
con.—The British Constitution is a precious heirloom handed down
by our forefathers. It has carried the country through manifold dangers
and difficulties, including the recent war. Why meddle with it ?
pro.—To bring the Constitution up to date is not to destroy it.
Timely repairs do not destroy a fabric—they preserve it. You anti-
reformers have held up gradual reform for decades—something pretty
drastic is therefore needed.
pro.—The present state of things (e.g. two members for Old Sarum,
with no inhabitants; and none for Birmingham, with 200,000) is absurdly
unjust and illogical.
con. — This constitution-building to fit preconceived ideas of
" justice '" and " logic " is just what the Jacobins did in France—and
you know the result 1
pro.—Under the present system, millions of taxpayers are unrepre-
sented. What about the sacred principle (for which our ancestors fought
and died) of " No Taxation without Representation " ?
con.—All classes are represented—indirectly, at any rate ; for public
opinion, even if not always expressed in votes, has great influence on the
Government. The present system may be unjust to individual persons
and places, but the variety of franchise ensures that every class is1
represented somewhere.
pro.—The nation is so determined to have reform that if it is not
granted there will be a revolution.
con.—If you allow yourself to be bullied into reform by agitation,
where are you going to stop ?
con.—It is only right that the " landed interest" should have a
preponderating influence ; for landowners have " a stake in the country "
—they have everything to lose by bad government.

